This study was designed to investigate the morphological response of endothelial cells to fluid shear stress. Three kinds of waterway stress model were prepared as stimulations of blood stream at vascular bifurcations; weak shear stress (A), strong shear stress (B) and swirly shear stress (C). After exposure of cells to the stresses, microfilaments were labelled with FITC-Phalloidin for fluorescent microscopic observation. The cells exposed to stress (A) formed a stone pavement-like appearance on the surface being in contact with the flow, and some stress fibers in the cells were arranged in parallel to the flow. The cells exposed to the stress (B) were elongated in the shape of spindles appearance and stress fibers were axially aligned in parallel to the flow. The cells exposed to the stress (C) formed a stone pavement-like appearace with a bundle formation of microfilaments pericellularly, and stress fibers ran in all directions. These results suggested that the morphological changes of the endothelial cells in shape and the arrangement of the microfilaments in these cells represented their responses to resist the fluid shear stress and retain cell cohesion.

